
   
 
 
 

 
 

 
   

    

 

 

FINANCE COMMITTEE CALL FOR EVIDENCE ON THE LAND AND BUILDINGS  
TRANSACTION TAX (SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
SUBMISSION FROM CBI SCOTLAND 

 
 
Introduction 
1. CBI Scotland is an independent organisation funded by its members in industry and 
commerce and representing firms of all sizes and from all industrial and commercial 
sectors. 
 
2. We welcome the opportunity to contribute the Scottish Government’s deliberations 
on replacing Stamp Duty Land Tax in Scotland with a Land & Buildings Transaction Tax. 
The revenue accruing to government from taxing land and property transactions is 
substantial, with the Office for Budget Responsibility1 (OBR) estimating that the tax will 
generate £536 million annually in tax receipts in Scotland in 2016/17.  
 
3. With the passing of the Scotland Act earlier this year the devolved government has 
an expanding arsenal of taxes at its disposal, with new financial responsibilities over a 
Scottish rate of income tax, stamp duty land tax, landfill tax, borrowing for capital 
investment, and the ability – with the approval of Westminster – to introduce new taxes 
which apply across Scotland. The devolved administration already has existing powers 
over the Scottish Variable Rate, non-domestic rates, council tax, as well as variety of 
charges and levies.  
 
4. CBI Scotland has had a long standing interest in taxation matters as businesses 
contribute to the funding of the Scottish Government, its agencies and public authorities 
through a range of taxes and charges, and their success or otherwise can be affected by 
the spending and taxation decisions taken. As highlighted in the taxation section of the CBI 
Scotland business manifesto2, published ahead of the 2011 Scottish Parliament elections, 
we want a business taxation environment that supports competitiveness and ensures 
Scotland is at least as attractive a place to live, work, invest and do business as elsewhere 
in the UK. 
 
Key messages 
5. The Scottish Government is to be commended for moving swiftly following the 
passing of the Scotland Act to set out some of its early thinking on replacing stamp duty 
land tax in Scotland with a Land & Buildings Transaction Tax, to be taken forward in a Bill 
later this year. Scottish Ministers should similarly seek an early opportunity to outline their 
strategic thinking over the proposed policy direction on the rates and thresholds to be 
applied, as well as projected revenues, in order to provide an enhanced level of certainty 
and predictability and to minimise any perceived risk over policy direction during the early 
years of the new tax.  
 
6. We are encouraged that the Scottish Government is seeking to use the new tax to 
‘positively influence’3 economic activity. Competitiveness must be at the heart of its 
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agenda when it comes to setting rates and thresholds. While Scottish Ministers have 
indicated their intention to ensure receipts from the tax are on a ‘revenue neutral’ basis, it 
is however disappointing that they are not seeking to pursue a more ambitious approach 
which reduces the tax take and provides a competitive advantage to firms operating in 
Scotland with lower rates.  
 
7. We share the Scottish Government’s aim that the new tax should be simple, easy to 
understand and administer and therefore help minimise the bureaucratic burden placed on 
companies.  
 
8. Given the Scottish Government’s acknowledgement that revenues from taxes on 
land and property transactions can “fluctuate significantly” depending on property prices 
and the number of transactions taking place, Scottish Ministers may want to consider 
inviting the OBR to update its revenue projections and analysis once there is greater clarity 
on the tax rates and thresholds to be applied under L&BTT, and using more recent data on 
revenues etc.  
 
RESPONSES TO CONSULTATION QUESTIONS 
 
Q1: TAX STRUCTURE: Do you agree with the Scottish Government’s view that the 
Land & Buildings Transaction Tax should be structured progressively? 
9. Introducing a more progressive approach than is currently the case through the 
‘slab’ structure of stamp duty land tax would reduce some of the disincentives to the 
buying and selling of domestic properties, removing distortions brought about by current 
stamp duty thresholds. When setting the proposed higher rates on higher valued domestic 
properties in future Scottish Ministers need to be conscious of the rates that apply 
elsewhere in the UK, but also of the message it would send out about the attractiveness of 
Scotland as a place to live and work.  
 
10. While non-residential transactions reportedly account for only one in ten 
transactions4 but up to half of the revenues, we would be concerned if the introduction of a 
more progressive system for land and commercial property transactions (particularly for 
higher value ones which can have an added symbolic importance) affected the 
attractiveness and wider reputation of Scotland as a place to invest. Commercial property 
investors often have a choice of locations in the UK or indeed abroad for their investments 
and they rigorously evaluate the post-tax returns on the options available to them. It would 
be concerning if this new tax made it more expensive to invest in Scotland5, especially as 
the Scottish Government’s £95 million business rates retail levy6 (itself applied on 
progressive scales) has already made it more expensive for one of the very few bustling 
sectors of recent years - larger retailers - to invest here than elsewhere in the UK. 
Maintaining at the very least a level playing field on this tax with the rest of the UK on land 
and commercial property transactions should be a priority.  
 
Q2: SUPPORTING SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES: Do you think that the 
Land & Buildings Transaction Tax should be amended in future to support key 
Scottish Government priorities? If yes, what objectives should changes focus on 
and what would be the best way of doing this? 
11. Scottish Ministers will want to keep an open mind on how this new tax and indeed 
the growing basket of taxes at its disposal can be improved and made more efficient in 
future, particularly in light of Ministerial policy objectives and evolving targets over the 
environment and the supply of new housing, but also given the potential for volatility in 
terms of revenues related to trends in property prices and transactions. Ministers will also 
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want to reflect on the complexity of the system and whether to add to it but also the myriad 
of other public policy interventions that support its priorities and whether they offer a better 
route for positively influencing outcomes than L&TT, e.g. the encouragement of business 
growth in deprived areas is also the objective of the Enterprise Zones/Areas and affected 
by the new Business Rates Incentivisation Scheme.  
 
12. Regardless, the Scottish Government should ensure that Scotland’s economic 
competitiveness is at the very heart of any future changes, as well as the need for 
certainty and predictability. The amount of tax levied on a transaction involving the 
purchase of a domestic or commercial property or land can be influential in the decision 
making process, however it is often just one of several outgoings that purchasers have to 
take into account when deciding whether or not to proceed with a purchase. We would 
also urge Ministers to ensure business is consulted at an early stage and well before the 
introduction of any new proposals to alter the tax. 
 
Q3: EXEMPTIONS: Do you agree that the proposed transaction categories should be 
exempt from Land & Buildings Transaction Tax, and that for these specific 
transactions no LBTT return should need to be submitted? 
13. The proposal to keep exemptions broadly consistent with those currently applicable 
under stamp duty land tax seems appropriate and ensures consistency across the UK. We 
welcome the commitment in the consultation document7 to consult on any proposals to 
alter the list of exemptions. 
 
14. If Scottish Ministers want to stimulate greater economic activity, in addition to the 
suggestion above (paragraph 6) to lower rates, they may want to reconsider whether 
L&BTT should apply upfront on options to buy land. Options to buy land are often 
conditional, e.g. on conclusion of satisfactory site investigations, with no certainty that it 
will progress to a final sale. At the moment options to buy trigger a SDLT liability, thus 
increasing upfront costs for developers. Revising this approach and moving away from an 
upfront tax liability may stimulate greater activity, so that the tax would still due on the 
combined sale and option payments but only where the option leads to a sale.  
 
Q4: COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER RELIEF: Do you agree with the proposal 
that the Compulsory Purchase Order relief should be expanded in Scotland to allow 
local authorities to benefit from the relief where they compulsorily purchase an 
empty home for onward sale? 
15. We would welcome a fuller explanation of the decision outlined in the consultation 
document not to extend this proposed relief to other bodies (which are not local 
authorities) with CPO powers.  
 
Q5: RIGHT TO BUY/SHARED OWNERSHIP RELIEFS: Do you agree with the proposal 
not to provide a Right to Buy or Shared Ownership relief for the Land & Buildings 
Transaction Tax, on the basis that these reliefs are not needed in Scotland? 
16. No comment. 
 
Q6: PROPOSED RELIEFS: Do you agree with the proposed list of reliefs? Please 
comment on any reliefs which you think should be abolished, amended or added 
and give reasons. 
17. If Ministers seek to introduce a higher threshold for L&BTT on domestic properties 
that will presumably remove the need for a dedicated First Time Buyer Relief, and 
therefore we support the decision to remove this relief. We acknowledge the decision to 
end Disadvantaged Area Relief, and note that other devolved tax and financial public 
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policy interventions – such as Enterprise Areas and Urban Regeneration Companies – 
already apply to such areas.  
 
18. We agree with the proposed list of reliefs as identified in section 4.13 of the 
consultation document.  
 
Q7: RESIDENTIAL LEASES: Do you agree that residential leases of 20 years or less 
in length should be exempt from LBTT in Scotland and that no LBTT return should 
be required? 
19. Yes.  
 
Q8: CALCULATION OF TAX PAYMENTS FOR COMMERCIAL LEASES: What 
proposals would you make to ensure that the calculation of tax payments due on 
commercial leases is better aligned with Scots law and practices? 
20. The current application of SDLT to commercial leases is complex, and we would 
support efforts to improve the approach so that it is straightforward and less onerous for 
businesses.  
 
Q9: TARGETED ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULES: Do you agree that anti-avoidance 
measures as described in paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 should be put in place for the 
L&BTT, along the lines of those included in UK SDLT legislation? 
21. We support a consistency in approach across the UK to ensure simplicity. 
 
Q10: GENERAL ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULE: Do you think that a more general anti-
avoidance rule should be put in place instead of or in addition to the proposed 
targeted anti-avoidance rules to help ensure that L&BTT and other Scottish taxes 
due are paid? 
22. In terms of the broader taxation system, a study group set up by the UK 
Government has suggested a GAAR should focus on abusive arrangements with no 
commercial purpose8. If this proposal can successfully be targeted at preventing abusive 
arrangements without creating uncertainty in relation to the tax treatment of normal 
commercial arrangements, the CBI believes it should be supported. Any Scottish GAAR 
should be in line with that applying across the rest of the UK to ensure one simple to 
understand regime.  
 
Q11: ONLINE PAYMENTS: Do you agree that a new online system should be 
designed to allow for simultaneous submission of an L&BTT return, payment of any 
tax due and registration of title to the land or property in the Land Register? 
23. Ideally there should be an opportunity to perform all three processes simultaneously 
but there should also be opportunity to perform all three via other means. This would allow 
for a transaction to occur in the event of systems being inaccessible. The challenges in 
establishing new online administrative systems ahead of the implementation date in April 
2015 should not be underestimated.  
 
Q12: COMPULSORY ONLINE PAYMENTS: Do you agree that all L&BTT returns 
should be submitted online or should there be an opportunity to submit paper 
returns? 
24. Ideally the onus should be on submitting the return online, however in the event of 
systems being inaccessible some flexibility must be catered for. 
 
Q13: LINKING TAX PAYMENT TO REGISTRATION OF TITLE: Do you agree that 
L&BTT must be paid before title to the land or property can be registered in the 
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Land Register or the Register of Sasines or before a document or deed is registered 
in the Books of Council and Session? 
25. In the event of systems being inaccessible some flexibility must be catered for. We 
note too that for many other forms of taxation those liable are given time to pay.  
 
Q14: PARTNERSHIPS AND TRUSTS: Do you agree that the L&BTT (Scotland) Bill 
should be aligned to Scots Law and practices in respect of the treatment of 
Partnerships and Trusts? If so, what measures would you propose? 
26. We welcome the Scottish Government’s intention to provide clarity over tax 
liabilities in this complex area.  
 
Q15: BUSINESS AND REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Do you have any 
comments on the draft Business & Regulatory Impact Assessment? 
27. CBI Scotland has expressed concerns9 over the lack of a B&RIA for previous 
Scottish Government taxation regulations and measures, most recently its £95 million 
larger retailers levy and proposed £36 million reduction in empty properties rates relief. We 
therefore welcome the publication of the partial B&RIA for the L&BTT proposal and look 
forward to the full and proper assessment being available in the final B&RIA. 
 
Q16: EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Do you have any comments on the draft 
Equalities Impact Assessment? 
28. No.  
 
Q17: OTHER COMMENTS: Do you have any other comments in relation to 
legislation for the L&BTT, which are not covered by your responses to any of the 
other questions listed above? 
29. We note that the new replacement tax will come into effect in April 2015, and that 
the Scottish block grant will reduce immediately without recourse to any transitional 
arrangements. Given the Scottish Government’s own admission that revenues from taxes 
on land and property transactions can “fluctuate significantly” depending on property prices 
and the number of transactions taking place, Scottish Ministers may want to consider 
inviting the OBR to update its revenue projections and analysis once there is greater clarity 
on the tax rates and thresholds to be applied under L&BTT, and using more recent data on 
revenues etc.  
 
30. Similarly, during the early years of the new tax the new administrative authority, 
Revenue Scotland, should ensure that the technical support and guidance it offers 
business and their representatives when making L&BTT returns and submissions is 
customer focused and of sufficient scale and expertise.  
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